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ABSTRACT
Discrete-event process simulation has long since earned
its place as one of the most powerful and frequently
applicable analytical tools available for production
process analysis and improvement.
Also, the
manufacturing economic sector has rapidly become
more competitive, requiring both greater economy and
greater efficiency of operations.
In the present
application of simulation, a Tier I automotive industry
supplier, beset with these economic pressures, sought to
improve the productivity and efficiency of a test-&inspection line being designed for an automotive engine
plant. Simulation was successfully used to design this
line to meet stringent requirements of productivity, low
original equipment cost, and low operating cost. Via
comparison of multiple alternatives, this simulation
study identified potential bottlenecks and produced
recommendations for their improvement or removal.
INTRODUCTION
Simulation has long been a mainstay of manufacturing
improvement – historically its first major economic
sector of application (Miller and Pegden 2000). In the
large and complex automotive industry, it is a
commonplace that the major automotive manufacturers
enlist engineering firms with specialized expertise to
design production lines for installation and subsequent
operation. These engineering firms, like production
companies which supply vehicle parts directly to the
automobile manufacturers, are called “Tier I” suppliers.
The engineering firms likewise call upon the experience
and expertise of industrial engineering firms to obtain
the benefit of consultation on lean manufacturing,
process simulation, value-stream mapping, and
ergonomics. This context is one of many in which
simulation has become a key analytical tool in the
automotive industry (Ülgen and Gunal 1998).
In the simulation study described here, the client
company, an engineering company, sought the help of
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simulation to design an engine test line for an engine
plant of an automaker. This test line is responsible for
performing air tests on engines to check for leaks,
making needed repairs on engines which fail this test,
re-testing the engines after repair, and rejecting the very
few engines that still fail after repeated repair efforts. In
a broader context, engine plants, which send their
output to vehicle final-assembly plants, are a vital link
in the intra-company supply chain of any vehicle
manufacturer.
Simulation is a powerful tool for analysis of a
manufacturing system such as this one, which involves
complex routing logic, installation of expensive
equipment,
incorporation
of
material-handling
equipment (pallets, conveyors), and a strict requirement
not to become the bottleneck in a larger process – here,
the overall engine assembly process, which in turns
supplies the vehicle assembly process in other
automotive plants. Accordingly, numerous examples of
such simulation studies appear in the literature. For
example, Chramcov and Daníček improved the
manufacture of short gun barrels using simulation
(Chramcov and Daníček 2009). Improvement of both
the manufacture and the material handling of forged
metal components was documented in (Lang, Williams,
and Ülgen 2008).
Illustrating the versatility of
simulation when applied to manufacturing, Walker,
Mebrahtu, and Strange used it to achieve high efficiency
in electronics manufacturing over a period of years
during which production was mandated to gradually
decrease (Walker, Mebrahtu, and Strange 2005).
OVERVIEW OF TESTING OPERATION
The system studied was the air-leak test area; to which
the main lines manufacturing engines send them. As
shown in Figure 1 below, engines arriving on pallets
from the main line enter the test area via the first of
three Life & Rotate stations, “Lift & Rotate 1.” An
arriving engine is then sent preferentially to Air Test
Station East (“T1”) if there is sufficient vacant capacity
on the conveyor preceding it. Failing that, the engine
travels to Air Test Station Center (“T2”) if there is
sufficient vacant capacity on the conveyor preceding it.

Otherwise,

travels to the “T3” conveyor section. All engines
emerging from Repair 2 go to the “T3” conveyor
section. Engines are pushed into and pulled from the
repair stations by a dedicated operator. Engines
entering a test station for the first time and engines
entering after repair have equal priority, and hence these
queues are first-come-first-served throughout.
MODEL CONSTRUCTION,
AND VALIDATION

Figure 1. Layout of Stations and Conveyors
the engine proceeds to Air Test Station West (“T3”).
Note that “T1” is actually on the “main line” leading
from the engine assembly area to the cold-test area;
“T2” and “T3” are on spur lines. Engines tested and
passed at “T1” and “T3” exit the system (i.e., proceed to
the downstream Cold Test area) via Conveyor 1 or
Conveyor 3 respectively. Engines tested and passed at
“T2” are routed alternately to Conveyor 1 or Conveyor
3. If either conveyor is full and the other is not, the
engine will be routed to the available conveyor
notwithstanding the “alternating” policy. Engines tested
and rejected at “T1” and “T3” recirculate on Spur 1 or
Spur 3 respectively. An engine which fails at “T2” is
routed to one of these spurs using logic exactly
analogous to the logic for choice of Conveyor 1 or
Conveyor 3 for engines which pass at “T2.”
An engine which fails the test once recirculates without
repair work being done (even through it passes through
a repair station, either Repair 1 or Repair 2) and is
retested.
This long-standing policy is a tacit
acknowledgment that a test failure – although certainly
requiring further checking and perhaps engine repair –
arises from a fault in the test stand more often than it
exposes an actual leak in the engine being tested. An
engine which fails twice receives repair service at the
repair station through which it passes. An engine which
fails a third time is manually removed from its pallet
and exits the system; the empty pallet continues
circulating in the system. In the first phase of the
study, the gradual (gradual because it is rare for any one
engine to fail three times) accumulation of empty pallets
circulating in the system was ignored. Such “benign
neglect” of empty pallets constituted a conservative
assumption, helping to establish a “worst case” lower
bound scenario for system control logic performance.
As will be detailed in the Model Results section
(below), the primary focus of this study was the
investigation of four control-logic proposals and their
ability to meet system throughput targets. Later, the
actual operational practice of manually reloading an
empty pallet with a newly arriving engine (involving
brief use of labor) was added to the model. Engines
emerging from Repair 1 first try to enter the conveyor
preceding “T1;” failing that, they travel to the conveyor
preceding “T2.” If that conveyor is also full, the engine

VERIFICATION,

In keeping with good simulation analysis practice
(Chung 2004), the client engineers and the simulation
analysts documented agreed-upon assumptions, the
most significant of which were:
1. Target system throughput 171.4 jobs per hour
(JPH), corresponding to a target system cycle
time of 21 seconds
2. No model mix included in study
3. Labor and needed subassemblies always
available
4. Engines leaving the system encounter no
blockage
5. No differences among shifts in processing
Process data, including machine cycle times, conveyor
capacities and speeds, time between failures, and time
to repair were available from client records. The
machine cycle times and the conveyor speeds were
modeled as constants. Distribution-fitting techniques
(Seila, Ceric, and Tadikamalla 2003) suggested
modeling times between failures as exponential and
times to repair as symmetric triangular (minimum =
mean*0.9, mode = mean, maximum = mean*1.1). The
process data also included observation and confirmation
of local “right-of-way” policies at the conveyor
intersections. For example, if an engine moving “north”
in Figure 1 from Lift & Rotate 1 and an engine moving
“south” from Repair 2 competed for routing “westward”
to “T3,” the engine proceeding from Lift & Rotate 1 had
priority. Client and consultant engineers jointly chose
the WITNESS® simulation software for model
development. This software provides constructs for
machines and conveyors, accommodates complex
queuing logic, has convenient arrangements for
modeling time-to-fail and time-to-repair, and supports
concurrent development of a simulation model and its
animation (Mehta and Rawles 1999). A screen snapshot
of the model appears in Figure 2, in the Appendix.
More subtly, high importance was attached to an
investigation of whether engine failure in the air-leak
test occurred randomly. If engine failures tended to
cluster in time, the air-leak test area would surely be
overloaded during those time intervals, and
correspondingly underutilized at other times.
Accordingly, the time sequence of engine test results
(conceptually “P” for “pass” and “F” for “fail”) were
subjected to a statistical runs test for independence
(Sprent and Smeeton 2007). The result of this test

indicated randomness of engine leak-test failure (as
opposed to the suspected positive correlation
[clustering]) at the 5% significance level. Therefore,
the failure probability desired for each experimental
scenario was treated as the parameter of a binomial
distribution, in accordance with the binomial
presumption of independent trials.
Various verification and validation techniques were
used during this project (Sargent 2004). They included
sending one engine through the model, temporarily
eliminating all randomness from the model (and then
checking
output
against
Microsoft
Excel®
computations), viewing the animation with the client
engineers, and performing directional tests (e.g.,
increasing arrival rate and/or cycle times, and checking
that queue lengths and wait times likewise increase).
After routine error identification and correction, the
model achieved credibility with the client engineers and
their management.
MODEL RESULTS
All model runs were made on a steady-state basis, since
the actual engine air-leak test line (like the upstream
engine assembly line and the downstream engine coldtest line) typically run multiple shifts, and do not
“empty and clear” themselves between shifts (work
remains in situ between shifts). Four experimental
scenarios, each using a different control logic algorithm,
were considered, as described next; within each, three
different and plausible reject rates were compared.
These subdivisions of the four experiments reflect the
uncertainty of the eventual reject rates, and therefore
constitute a sensitivity analysis (Zeigler, Praehofer, and
Kim 2000). Each of the twelve distinct experimental
situations was run for ten replications, and each
replication used a warm-up time of 100 hours and a
data-collection run length of 1000 hours.
Experiment 1 represented the proposed Air-Leak Test
line in isolation, with reject rates of 23%, 15%, or 10%
(these reject rates were taken from a previous successful
simulation study of an analogous engine test area
performed for the same client). In this experiment, all
engines (whether good or rejected) leaving the test
machines were routed alternately to the east and west
conveyors. Hence this experiment was fundamentally
“impractical,” and was considered a base-case
benchmark, a conceptually convenient “zero point” for
consideration of alternatives.
In this experiment,
engines entered the model only from the upstream
assembly line.
Experiment 2 represented the proposed air-leak test line
in isolation, with reject rates of 22%, 20%, and 18%. In
this experiment, 75% of rejects leaving the air test
center were routed to Repair 1, with the remaining 25%
routed to Repair 2. Satisfactory engines leaving the air
test center were alternately routed to the east and west

exit conveyors. As was the case for experiment 1,
engines entered this model only from the upstream
assembly line.
Unlike experiments 1 and 2, experiment 3 represented a
new system comprising two sub-systems: the proposed
air-leak test line, and a black-box representation of all
upstream engine-assembly processes.
An engine
interarrival rate of 21 seconds was added to represent
this black box, with removal of the “engines always
available” assumption used in the first two experiments.
Reject rates were set at 20%, 18%, and 16%. Half of
the rejects leaving the testing machines were routed to
Repair 1, and half to Repair 2. Satisfactory engines
were routed alternately to the east and west exit
conveyors, as in experiment 2.
Further, in this
experiment, logic was added to the model to reintroduce empty pallets and engines which failed cold
test into the air-leak test area.
Experiment 4, like experiments 1 and 2, represented the
air-leak test line in isolation, with reject rates at 20%,
18%, and 16%. Half of the rejects leaving the testing
machines were routed to Repair 1, and half to Repair 2,
as in experiment 3. Satisfactory engines leaving the air
test center were alternately routed to the east and west
exit conveyors, as in experiment 2. Also, in this
experiment, the logic added to the model in experiment
3 (re-introducing empty pallets and engines which failed
cold test into the air-leak test area) was retained.
Overall results from these experiments are shown in
Table 1, below.
Table 1. Throughput vs. Experiment & Reject Rate
Experiment
1
1
1

Reject Rate (%)
23%
15%
10%

Throughput
142.4
190.4
207.1

2
2
2

22%
20%
18%

153.5
167.8
179.7

3
3
3

20%
18%
16%

156.0
161.0
163.5

4
4
4

20%
18%
16%

163.2
174.4
184.6

All comparisons between a pair of scenarios mentioned
next were performed with a Student-t test (nine degrees
of freedom, in view of ten replications per scenario) at
the 5% significance level.
In conclusion, client engineers and management valued
the following insights most highly:

1.

2.
3.

Comparing experiments 2 and 4 (at reject rates
of 20% and 18%), re-introducing engines and
pallets from the cold test area decreased system
throughput slightly (by about 2.8%),
The bottleneck in all experiments, at all
rejection rates, was the repair stations,
At air-leak test rejection rates of 18% or lower,
this test line could reliably meet its target of
171.4 jobs per hour.

CONCLUSIONS
After combining the insights gained from this
simulation study with other considerations involving the
plant design as a whole, and constraints imposed by the
upstream assembly line and the downstream cold-test
line, client management chose an implementation
design corresponding to experiment 4. Furthermore, the
client invested in a preventive maintenance program at
the test stands which succeeded in maintaining the
reject rate at 17%. In actual production, this line then
achieved a throughput rate of 179.2, slightly exceeding
requirements and in good agreement with interpolation
between 174.4 (model prediction of throughput at 18%
reject rate) and 184.6 (model prediction of throughput at
16% reject rate).
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APPENDIX

Figure 2. Screen Snapshot of WITNESS® Model
White engine icons represent engines that either have not yet been tested or passed their first test.
Red engine icons (e.g. at bottom of snapshot) represent engines that have failed once.
Yellow engine icons (there is one at lower left corner) represent engines that have failed twice.
Black engine icons (there are none at the moment) represent engines that have failed three times.

